
 ٹیسٹ سے پہلے کم از کم تین بار درود شریف پڑھ لیں 

 

 

 

1. Dry land on earth is onl;y? 

a 25% b 30% c 35% d 40% 

2. Renewable resource are? 

a Air water  b Oil ,coil  c Food, land d Both  

3. Non renewable  resources are? 

a Air water b Oil,coil  c food, land  d None  

4. About 70% of the earth is covered by? 

a Air  b Energy  c Dry land  d Water  

5. ………….of our daily energy requirements are met with fossil fuels?  

a 95% b 85% c 80% d 100% 

6. Total area of world under cultivation is ? 

a 9% b 10% c 11% d 12% 

7. The destruction of forests called? 

a Deforestation  b Forestation  c Afforestation  d Reforestation  

8. The chemical waste from  industry is ? 

a Pollution  b Effluent  c Toxins  d Pollutant  

9. Environmental buffer is? 

a Desert  b Oceans  c Forests  d Lakes  

10. It is not fossilized fuel? 

a Lignite  b Peat  c Natural gas  d  Oil 

Q # 2  Short Qestions  2x10  = 20 

 

1    What are renewable and the non-renewable resources? 

2    how is air important to life? 

3. Define chemical composition and air? 

4. What arte fossil fuel? 

5. What is importance of forest? 

6. What is wildlife ?how it is? 

7. What is deforestation? Enlist the effects of deforestation? 

8. What are harmful effect of acid rain? 

9. Why trees are called environmental buffers?  

10.  What is algal bloom? 

Q # 3  Long Questions  2X 5 = 10 

1. Can you differentiate between renewable and Non-renewable resource with example? 

how has man exploited these resources ? 

2. What is pollution and pollutant? Which types pollution causes ozone layer depletion 

and green house effect ? 
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